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Understanding and mitigating decoherence is a key challenge for quantum science and technology. The
mainsourceofdecoherenceforsolid-statespinsystemsistheuncontrolledspinbathenvironment.Here,we
demonstratequantumcontrolofamesoscopicspinbathindiamondatroomtemperaturethatiscomposed
of electronspinsofsubstitutional nitrogenimpurities. Theresultingspinbath dynamicsareprobedusinga
single nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centre electron spin as a magnetic field sensor. We exploit the spin bath
controltodynamicallysuppressdephasingoftheNVspinbythespinbath.Furthermore,bycombiningspin
bath control with dynamical decoupling, we directly measure the coherence and temporal correlations of
different groups of bath spins. These results uncover a new arena for fundamental studies on decoherence
and enable novel avenues for spin-based magnetometry and quantum information processing.
I
n the past few years, new advances in quantum science and technology have underscored the importance of
understanding and controlling decoherence of single solid-state spins
1–3. Decoherence of a single central spin
in contact with a spin bath environment has been intensively studied in various systems such as quantum
dots
4–7, donors in silicon
8 and defects in diamond
9–12 through control and readout of the central spin. Here, we
implement quantum control of both the central spin and its spin bath environment, thereby enabling a range of
new experiments on the fundamentals of decoherence. Moreover, spin bath control is a crucial ingredient of
recent proposals for environment-assisted magnetometry
13, room-temperature quantum computing using spins
in diamond
14,15 and spin squeezing
16.
Ourstudyfocusesontheelectronicspinbathenvironmentformedbynitrogenimpuritiessurroundingasingle
NV centre in diamond (Fig 1a). The electron spin of the NV centre can be initialized and read out optically, and
coherently controlled with high fidelity at room temperature using microwave magnetic pulses
17–19. For control-
ling the quantum state ofthe bath spins, weapply short (tens-of-nanoseconds) radiofrequency (RF)pulses to the
sample. ThehighintensitycontrolfieldsthatallowfastcontrolofboththecentralNVspinandthebathspinsare
delivered through a broadband coplanar waveguide (CPW) fabricated on the diamond substrate.
Thestateofthe(opticallyinactive)spinbathcaninprinciplebemonitoreddirectlyviatheemittedRFradiation
asinconventionalelectronspinresonance.However,thismethodrequiresmanyordersofmagnitudemorespins
thancontainedinourmesoscopicregionofinterest,andislimitedtohighmagneticfields.Instead,weexploitthe
coupling of the bath spins to the single NV centre. The near-atomic size of the NV centre, combined with the
strong (,1/r
3) distance dependence of the dipolar coupling to the surrounding bath spins, renders the NV spin
mainly sensitive to a small number N (a few tens) of bath spins. This local spin bath exhibits a large statistical
polarization (,1/!N) that is felt by the NV centre as a magnetic dipolar field db. The spin bath polarization and
the corresponding value of the bath field db change in time due to flip-flop processes within the bath, leading to
dephasing of the NV centre spin on a timescale T 
2,NV of about 300 ns
19. This quasi-static dephasing is compen-
sated inaspinechosequence witharefocusingp-pulse (Fig1b),yielding decayonamuchlongertimescaleT2,NV
5 (2.6 60.1) ms
19. However, if we induce changes in the state of the bath spins (thus changing the value of db)b y
applying a high intensity RF pulse halfway the NV spin echo sequence, the refocusing is ineffective and the NV
spin echo amplitude is reduced (Fig 1b). Therefore, by incorporating the spin bath control within a spin echo
sequence of the NV centre the resulting spin bath dynamics can be probed.
Results
Magnetic resonance spectroscopy of bath spins. To identify the environmental spins we perform magnetic
resonance spectroscopy by sweeping the frequency of applied RF pulses while monitoring the NV spin echo
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SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 2 : 382 | DOI: 10.1038/srep00382 1amplitude (upper panel of Fig 1c). Several sharp dips are observed,
demonstrating that spins in the environment are being rotated at
these specific frequencies. The obtained spectrum matches that of
single electron spins (S 5 1/2) belonging to substitutional nitrogen
(N) impurities
20. We find excellent agreement with a theoretical
spectrum (lower panel Fig. 1c) calculated using known values for
the Zeeman energy and hyperfine interaction with the N nuclear
spin, which is anisotropic due to a static Jahn-Teller distortion
(Fig. 1a). Since the resonance frequencies are spaced by several line
widths, only spins that belong to the same spectral group can
exchange energy via flip-flop processes. The spin environment of
the NV centre can therefore be decomposed into different spectral
groups of electron spins (labelled I to V) that are distinguished by
their hyperfine interaction with the host N nuclear spin.
Withtheresonancefrequenciesknown,wecancoherentlycontrol
the spin environment. Fig. 2a shows the effect of short RF pulses at
the resonance frequency of group II spins. Periodic revivals in the
NV spin echo amplitude are observed as a function of RF pulse
length, with a frequency that increases with RF pulse amplitude.
Figure 1 | Magneticresonancespectroscopyofaspinbathusingasinglespinsensor. (a)Schematicofthesystem:asingleNVcentreelectronicspin(S5
1) is surrounded by a bath of electron spins (S 5 1/2) belonging to substitutional N impurities. The applied external magnetic field B is aligned with the
symmetry axis of the NV centre, which is oriented along the [111] crystallographic direction. Nitrogen impurities exhibit a static Jahn-Teller distortion,
which results in an elongation of one of the four N-C bonds. As a result, the defect has a symmetry axis, also called the Jahn-Teller axis (indicated red),
whichisorientedalongrandomlyalongoneofthecrystallographicaxes.Therearethereforetwogeometrictypesofbathspinswhicharedistinguishedby
their orientation of the Jahn-Teller axis relative to the external field B: those that have their JT axis at an angle a 5 0u, and those with a 5 109.5u. (b)
Measurement sequence for spin bath spectroscopy. A spin echo sequence is applied to the NV spin using MW pulses; the bath spins are controlled by RF
pulses. The evolution of the NV spin during the sequence is sketched in the Bloch spheres at the bottom, both for the case of no spin bath control (solid
line), and for the case of spin bath control applied (dashed line) (see Supplementary information for details). (c) Upper panel: Magnetic resonance
spectroscopy of the spin bath. A magnetic field of 132 G is applied along the NV centre symmetry axis. Roman numbers label the different groups of N
electronbathspins,accordingtotheirnuclearspinprojectionsmIandangleabetweentheirJahn-Telleraxisandtheexternalmagneticfield:I,V:mI561
anda50u,II,IV: mI561anda5109.5u,III:mI50anda50uor109.5u.Lowerpanel: Calculationofthe spectrum (seeSupplementary information).
Figure 2 | Coherent control of the spin bath. (a) Coherent driven
oscillationsofgroupIIbathspins,usingRFpulsesof298 MHz.Revivalsin
NV echo amplitude are observed whenever the bath spins from group II
perform a 2p rotation. The maximum Rabi frequency extracted from
fitting the upper trace at 20 dBm source power is f1 5 (20.5 6 0.1) MHz.
(b) Independent coherent control of each group of bath spins. Solid lines
are fits to !e{t=TD cos 2pf1t ðÞ with t the length of the RF pulse (see
Supplementary information).
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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oscillations, demonstrating that we have achieved quantum control
of the spin environment. We note that the NV spin echo revives
almost completely whenever the bath spins are rotated by a multiple
of2p,indicatingthattheenvironmenthasreturnedtothestateithad
before the RF pulse. We can control all other spin bath groups in a
similar manner (Fig. 2b). In addition, our setup allows us to rotate
severalorallthegroupssimultaneouslywithmulti-frequencycontrol
pulses.
Spin echo double resonance (SEDOR). The ability to control both
the NV centre spin and its spin bath environment opens up a range
of new possible experiments aimed at studying and manipulating
the coupling between a central spin and a spin bath as well as
investigating the internal bath dynamics. We first apply the bath
control to measure the coupling of each of the bath spin groups to
the NV centre spin using a spin echo double resonance (SEDOR)
scheme
21 (Fig. 3a). With this scheme the dephasing of the central
spin induced by one particular group of bath spins can be probed,
while the effect of all other dephasing channels (including other
spin bath groups) is refocused. We find that, whereas the NV spin
echo amplitude decays as exp { t=T2,NV ðÞ
3   
, the SEDOR scheme
yields a faster, Gaussian-shaped decay (see Fig. 3a). The Gaussian
shape indicates that the decay observed with SEDOR is dominated
by the quasi-static static dephasing channel that we have selectively
turned on. Therefore, the SEDOR decay time TSEDOR,i directly yields
the r.m.s. interaction strength bi between the NV spin and the i
th spin
bath group via1=TSEDOR,i~bi=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
.W ef i n dbI 5 (0.8360.02) ms
21, bII
5 (1.5960.03) ms
21, bIII 5 (1.5860.04) ms
21 , bIV 5 (1.6360.04) ms
21
and bV5(0.8060.02) ms
21(see Supplementary Fig. 1). These values are
c l o s et ot h er a t i oo fbI : bII : bIII : bIV : bV~1 :
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
: 2 :
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
: 1
expected from the abundance of each spectral group
20, except for the
slightly lower value for group III. This group is actually composed of
two subgroups which spectrally do not coincide perfectly. The control
fidelity is therefore lower for this group which results in a lower
measured coupling in the SEDOR experiment.
Ther.m.s.fieldfluctuationsgeneratedbythefullelectronspinbath
are given by bspin bath~
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ﬃ P
i
b2
i
r
5 (3.01 6 0.04) ms
21. This value falls
shortofthemeasuredtotaldephasingrateofbtotal5(3.6 60.1)ms
21
(see Supplementary Fig. 2a), suggesting the presence of additional
dephasingchannels,suchasthecarbon-13nuclearspins
9,10andmag-
netic fielddrifts, with astrengthofbexcess~
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2
total{b2
spinbath
q
5(1.97
6 0.04) ms
21. This interpretation is supported by independent mea-
surements on an NV centre in a pure diamond sample with low
nitrogen content under the same experimental conditions that yield
bexcess 5 (2.06 6 0.04) ms
21 (see Supplementary Fig. 2b) .
For applications in quantum information processing
1 and spin-
baseddc-magnetometry
2,3,suppressingdephasingiscrucial.Wenow
demonstrate that quantum control of the spin bath can be used to
eliminatetheeffectofthespinbathonthefreeevolutiondynamicsof
the NV centre spin (see Fig. 3b). By flipping all bath spins, the
interaction between the NV centre and bath spins can be time-
averaged to zero. This procedure is akin to dynamical decoupling
asrecentlydemonstrated onsingle NVcentre spins
19,22,23,buthasthe
advantagethatnocontrolpulsesontheNVcentreitselfarerequired.
We find that a refocusing p-pulse applied simultaneously to all bath
spins (Fig. 3b)increases T 
2,NV up tothe limit setbybexcess,indicating
that dephasing by the electron spin bath is suppressed. Similar
enhancement is achieved by continuous driving of all bath spins
(see Supplementary Fig. 2a).
Coherence and temporal correlations of bath spins. By combining
the spin bath control with the ability to freeze the evolution of the
NV spin by dynamical decoupling
19,22,23, coherence and temporal
correlations during free evolution within the spin bath can be
directly probed. We replace the single refocusing pulse of the spin
echo sequence on the NV spin by a dynamical decoupling (DD)
sequence with a net p-rotation (see Supplementary information).
The DD sequence provides a means to temporarily turn off our
sensor (the NV centre) as it is made insensitive to the magnetic
Figure 3 | Control of NV spin coherence by spin bath manipulation. (a) Spin echo double resonance (SEDOR) experiment. The RF pulses have been
calibrated to rotate a preselected group of bath spins over a p angle. The NV spin echo curve is fit to !exp { 2t=T2,NV ðÞ
3   
, SEDOR curves are fit to
!exp { 2t=TSEDOR,i ðÞ
2   
(see Supplementary information). (b) Dynamical suppression of NV centre spin dephasing through spin bath control. Free
evolution of the NV spin is shown with (blue) and without (red) RF p-pulse applied to the bath spins. Solid lines are fits that include the detuning
(Df~30MHz) ofthe MWdriving fieldcompared tothe NV spin splitting, andlocal hyperfine interaction of2.2 MHzwith the hostnuclear Nspin. This
hyperfine interaction is responsible for the observed beating pattern (see Supplementary information). The overall signal decays with a Gaussian
envelope, with decay constant T 
2,NV 5 (278 6 5) ns (btotal 5 (3.60 6 0.06) ms
21) in the absence of the spin bath control (red) and with decay constant
T 
2,NV 5 (450 6 9) ns (bexcess 5 (2.11 6 0.07) ms
21) in the case where the bath control pulses are applied (blue).
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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ensures that the refocusing action of the sequence is preserved. The
two periods of free evolution ts of the NV spin now serve as sensing
stages which each sample the dipolar field generated by the bath
spins. The NV echo amplitude is therefore a measure of the
correlation between the dipolar fields measured during the two
sensing stages. While the sensor is switched off, we can apply
multi-pulse RF sequences to individual spectral groups of bath spins
to study their coherence during free evolution. An RF Ramsey
sequence (Fig. 4a) and Hahn-echo sequence (Fig. 4b) is applied to
spectralgroupitomeasureitsspindephasingtimeT 
2,i andcoherence
time T2,i respectively. Data is shown for spectral groups I and II.
The values we find for T 
2,i are similar for the two groups as
expected, since all bath spins suffer from the same dephasing chan-
nels formed by spins from all groups. From the value of T 
2,i we
estimate the local density of bath spins to be about 100 parts per
million (see Supplementary information).
The bath spin-echo sequence yields different decay times, T2,I 5
(1.9 6 0.6) ms and T2,II 5 (0.89 6 0.13) ms, for spectral groups I and
II. The difference in coherence times between different spectral
groups may arise due to dephasing caused spins within the same
group, in a process which is known as instantaneous diffusion
24,25.
The RF p-pulse does not refocus the dipolar interactions between
spins of the same spectral group since these spins are themselves
rotated by the RF p-pulse. The resulting intra-group dephasing is
muchstrongeringroupIIbecauseitcontainsthreetimesmorespins
than group I.
To characterize the temporal correlations resulting from the
dynamics in the environment we perform a direct measurement
of the auto-correlation function and its 1/e decay time tC (see
Supplementary information). The field generated by the complete
magnetic environment is sampled during two sensing stages sepa-
rated by a variable waiting time during which we turn off the NV
centre sensor (Fig. 4c) and let the spin bath evolve freely
26. As the
sensor off-time is increased, the initial correlation between the two
fieldsisgraduallylostresultingindecreasingNVechoamplitude.We
observe a decay of the auto-correlation function on a timescale of
about 20 ms.
We can also find the correlation time of an individual spin bath
group by inserting a SEDOR sequence in the sensing stage, as demon-
strated for group II (Fig. 4c). The measured correlation time of group II
is comparable to that of the complete magnetic environment, indicating
that the coherence time of the NV centre is indeed limited by the
dynamics of the electron spin bath. The measured correlation time is
comparable to the value tc~b2
spinbathT3
2,NV=12 < 13 ms expected from
mean-field theory
19,24.
Discussion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated full quantum control of a spin
bathsurroundingasingleNVcentre.Theseresultspavethewayfora
new class of experiments on spin bath decoherence, such as manip-
ulating the correlation time of different spin bath groups and gen-
erating squeezed spin bath states
16. Furthermore, the suppression of
spin dephasing by spin-bath control may be exploited for protecting
coherence in spin-based quantum technologies
1–3,14,27,28. Finally,
quantum control of nitrogen electron spins close to NV centres as
demonstrated here enables implementation of quantum registers
of individual N electron spins
29,30, scalable coupling of NV centre
Figure 4 | Coherent dynamics and temporal correlations of the spin bath. (a) Measurement of decay during free evolution of spin bath groups I and II.
ThetwosensingstagesmarkedbytsservetosamplethemagneticenvironmentbeforeandaftertheRamseysequenceisappliedtothebathspins.TheNV
spin sensor is turned off while the RF Ramsey sequence is applied to the bath spins (see main text for details). Instead of detuning the RF pulse field with
respect to the transition to observe fringes, an artificial detuning fa is introduced by changing the phase of the final RF p/2-pulse linearly with pulse
separation Q~2pfat. Solid lines are fits to !y0z
P
i~I,II
Aie{t=T 
2,i cos 2pfazDi ðÞ tzwi ½  (see Supplementary information for details). Additional
contributionsresultingfromtheoff-resonantdrivingofspinsfromthenearestneighbouringgroupistakenintoaccountbyanextraoscillatingtermwith
frequency Di, which is given by the detuning of this group with respect to the pulse carrier. The fast modulation of Ramsey fringes for group I (upper
panel)resultfromoff-resonantdrivingofthemoreabundantspinsfromgroupII(DII~2pN 34:4+0:4 ðÞ s
21).Fromthefitsweextractthedecayconstants
T 
2,2I 5(97611)nsandT 
2,2II5(9167)ns.(b)SpinechoonspinbathgroupsIandII.ThephaseofthefinalRFp/2-pulseischangedasafunctionoftotal
freeevolutiontimetasQ~2pfatwithfa510 MHz,resultinginoscillationsintheNVspinechoamplitudewithfreeevolutiontimet.Solidlinesarefitsto
!e{t=T2,i cos 2pfatzwi ðÞ from which the decay times T2,I 5 (1.9 6 0.6) ms and T2,II 5 (0.89 6 0.13) ms are extracted (see Supplementary information).
(c)Measurement of temporal correlations on the full environment and onspin bathgroup II alone. During the sensing stages marked byts, MWandRF
p-pulsescanbeappliedsimultaneouslytotheNVspinandtothebathspinstoselectivelymeasurethecorrelationtimeofaparticulargroupofbathspins.
Solid lines are fits to !exp {b2t2
s 1{e{t=tC      
(see Supplementary information).
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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15 and ultra-sensitive environment-
assisted magnetometry
13.
Methods
Device and setup. The diamond sample is a single crystal type Ib plate from Element
Six, with a Nitrogen concentration specified to be below 200 parts-per-million. A
high-bandwidthgoldencoplanarwaveguide(CPW)structureformagneticresonance
is fabricated by electron beam lithography directly on top of the bulk diamond
sample. A static magnetic field of 132 G aligned along the symmetry axis of the NV
centre is generated by a custom-built four-coil vector magnet setup (Alpha
Magnetics). Spin-dependent fluorescence ofthe NV-centreisdetectedusing a home-
built confocal microscope. To determine that the detected fluorescence originated
from a single NV centre, we performed a measurement of the second-order intensity
autocorrelation function g 2 ðÞt ðÞto verify that the antibunching dip reached a value
well below 0.5 g 2 ðÞ0 ðÞ ~0:15+0:1
  
. Spin initialization and readout is achieved by
600 nslaser(532 nm) pulses.Thetimingsofallmicrowave,radiofrequencyandlaser
pulses are controlled by a 4-channel arbitrary waveform generator (Tektronix
AWG5014). Each experiment is repeated for ,2 M times to achieve statistical noise
levels of order 1%. All experiments are performed at room temperature.
Phase and frequency control of MW and RF pulses is provided by IQ modulation
using two vector sources (R&S SMBV 100A) with carrier set to 2.5 GHz and
400 MHz to control the NV spin and bath spins respectively. I and Q inputs of each
vectorsourcearecontrolledbytwoanaloguechannelsoftheAWG.Singleandmulti-
frequency pulses on the RF channel are generated by proper IQ mixing to achieve
image-frequency rejection. The modulated MW and RF signals are fed to two high
power amplifiers (Amplifier Research 25S1G4 and 30W1000B respectively). After
amplification the MW and RF signals are combined and delivered to the on-chip
CPW.RF fieldinhomogeneities are ,1% over the relevant length scales (10 nm) and
therefore do not limit the control fidelity of the bath pulses.
Spinbathdescription.SubstitutionalNitrogenimpuritiesindiamond(alsocalledP1
centres in literature) exhibit trigonal symmetry due to a static Jahn-Teller distortion
in which one of the four N-C bonds is elongated. Most of the electron density is
concentrated at the antibonding orbital belonging to this elongated N-C bond
20,31.
Thecloseproximityofandpartialoverlapbetweentheelectronwavefunctionandthe
N nucleus, combined with the trigonal symmetry, gives rise to a strong anisotropic
hyperfine interaction between the defect’s electronic spin (S 5 1/2) and the host N
nuclear spin (I 5 1). The internal Hamiltonian of a nitrogen impurity in diamond is
given by
^ Hint~A==^ Sz^ IzzA\ ^ Sx^ Ixz^ Sy^ Iy
  
{P^ I2
z ð1Þ
with A// 5 114 MHz, A\5 86 MHz and P 5 4.2 MHz and ^ S and^ I are the operators
fortheelectronandnuclearspinrespectivelyofthenitrogenimpurity
20.Thedirection
of the z-axis is set by the JT distortion axis and is therefore oriented along one of the
four N-C bonds
20. The outer two satellites (belonging to group I and V) in the
spectrum of Fig. 1c result from nitrogen impurities which have a JT axis oriented
along the externally applied field.
Both the reorientation of the JT axis
32 and the nuclear spin-flips of the nitrogen
impurities occur on timescales ranging from milliseconds to seconds. This is much
shorter than the time required to build up statistics (tens of minutes per data point)
but much longer than the time it takes to perform a single experimental run (several
microseconds). These processes can therefore be treated as being quasi-static within
onerun,while atthesame timeweare averaginginthe completeexperiment overthe
full thermal distribution of all nuclear spin projections and JT orientations. Also, the
differences in local configurations of N impurities around different NV centres will
change the T 
2 and T2 parameters of the NV spin, but not the relevant ensemble
properties of the spin bath
33.
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